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IntroductionIntroduction

We live in a dusty UniverseWe live in a dusty Universe
insterstellarinsterstellar cloudsclouds
starstar--forming regionsforming regions
supernova supernova ejectaejecta
comets comets 
planetary systemsplanetary systems
distant galaxiesdistant galaxies

Normal spiral galaxiesNormal spiral galaxies
30% of total stellar radiation is converted into dust emission30% of total stellar radiation is converted into dust emission

The Sombrero Galaxy (M104)The Sombrero Galaxy (M104)



1980s:1980s: advent of advent of IRASIRAS
first FIR investigations of dust in relatively large first FIR investigations of dust in relatively large 
samples of galaxiessamples of galaxies

Limitations of FIR:Limitations of FIR:

–– small amount of warm dust can dominate emission from a small amount of warm dust can dominate emission from a 
larger proportion of cold dustlarger proportion of cold dust

–– IRASIRAS insensitive to dust with T insensitive to dust with T ≤≤ 30 K30 K

–– IRASIRAS may have may have ‘‘missedmissed’’ ~90 per cent of the dust in late~90 per cent of the dust in late--type type 
galaxies (e.g. Devereux & Young 1990)galaxies (e.g. Devereux & Young 1990)

Introduction: Introduction: why the why the submmsubmm??



Introduction: Introduction: why the why the submmsubmm??

Current paradigm for dust in galaxies:Current paradigm for dust in galaxies:

I.I. warm component (T > 30 K)warm component (T > 30 K)
–– dust grains near to SF regionsdust grains near to SF regions
–– heated by young OB starsheated by young OB stars

II.II. cool (T~20 K) componentcool (T~20 K) component
–– diffuse dustdiffuse dust
–– heated by general ISRFheated by general ISRF

90% of dust too cold to radiate in FIR will be producing most of90% of dust too cold to radiate in FIR will be producing most of
its emission in the its emission in the submmsubmm



OverviewOverview

1.1. The SCUBA Local Universe Galaxy Survey The SCUBA Local Universe Galaxy Survey 
(SLUGS)(SLUGS)

2.2. The FIRThe FIR––radio relationship at high and lowradio relationship at high and low--zz

3.3. LABOCA observations of the Sombrero galaxyLABOCA observations of the Sombrero galaxy



JCMT, Hawaii: SCUBAJCMT, Hawaii: SCUBA

JCMTJCMT, Mauna Kea, Hawaii, ~4100m, Mauna Kea, Hawaii, ~4100m
15m telescope15m telescope

SCUBASCUBA: : 850850 and and 450450μμm ; FOV ~2 m ; FOV ~2 arcminarcmin



APEX, Chile: LABOCAAPEX, Chile: LABOCA

APEXAPEX, , ChajnantorChajnantor, Chile, ~5100m : , Chile, ~5100m : 12m telescope12m telescope
LABOCA: 870LABOCA: 870μμm ; FOV ~ 11 m ; FOV ~ 11 arcminarcmin



1.1. The SCUBA Local Universe The SCUBA Local Universe 
Galaxy Survey (SLUGS)Galaxy Survey (SLUGS)



SLUGSSLUGS

SLUGSSLUGS –– a systematic a systematic submmsubmm survey of galaxies in the local Universesurvey of galaxies in the local Universe
–– at 850at 850μμmm and 450450μμmm

Survey of ~200 nearby galaxies: Survey of ~200 nearby galaxies: 

104 60104 60μμmm--selected selected 
(Dunne et al. 2000, Dunne & (Dunne et al. 2000, Dunne & EalesEales 2001)2001)

81 optically81 optically--selectedselected
((VlahakisVlahakis et al. 2005; 2007)et al. 2005; 2007)

““OSOS”” aim:aim:
investigate properties of dust along Hubble sequenceinvestigate properties of dust along Hubble sequence
in particular the cool 20 K dustin particular the cool 20 K dust



OS SLUGS results:OS SLUGS results: submmsubmm morphologymorphology

52 52 galaxies detected at galaxies detected at 850850μμmm
17 17 also detected atalso detected at 450450μμm m 

Several common features in the Several common features in the submmsubmm morphology of spirals:morphology of spirals:

–– two peaks of 850two peaks of 850--μμm emissionm emission, seemingly coincident with spiral arms, seemingly coincident with spiral arms

–– core dominatedcore dominated (single central peak of (single central peak of submmsubmm emission)emission)

–– combination of features combination of features / / irregular morphologiesirregular morphologies

–– prominent dust laneprominent dust lane



OS SLUGS results:OS SLUGS results: submmsubmm morphologymorphology

NGC 99

NGC 7047

NGC 7442

UGC 12519



OS SLUGS results:OS SLUGS results: submmsubmm morphologymorphology

NGC 803NGC 3689 NGC 6131



NGC 7722

OS SLUGS results:OS SLUGS results: submmsubmm morphologymorphology

NGC 3987



T=(54,20)
n=1224

OS SLUGS results:OS SLUGS results: twotwo--component SEDcomponent SED
NGC 7722



OS SLUGS results:OS SLUGS results: twotwo--component SEDcomponent SED

Tw = 56 K
Tc = 18 K
n = 2684

NGC 6190NGC 6190



OS SLUGS results:OS SLUGS results: twotwo--component SEDcomponent SED

6060--, 100, 100-- ((IRASIRAS), 450), 450-- and 850and 850--μμm (SCUBA) datam (SCUBA) data well fitted by two well fitted by two 
greygrey--bodies with dust bodies with dust emissivityemissivity index index ββ=2=2

Range of Range of TTww:: 28 to 59 K28 to 59 K
Range of Range of TTcc:: 17 to 24 K (mean 20 K)17 to 24 K (mean 20 K)

Mean Md1:Mean Md1: 2.3 x 102.3 x 1077 MMsolsol
Mean Md2:Mean Md2: 4.9 x 104.9 x 1077 MMsolsol

Ratio of mass of cold dust to mass of warm dustRatio of mass of cold dust to mass of warm dust much higher for our much higher for our 
OS galaxies than for OS galaxies than for IRASIRAS--selected galaxiesselected galaxies

can reach values of  ~1000can reach values of  ~1000



OS SLUGS results:OS SLUGS results: singlesingle--component SEDcomponent SED

Mean dust Mean dust emissivityemissivity index index 
ββ=1.1=1.1

Significantly lower than the Significantly lower than the 
IRASIRAS selected sampleselected sample

Rather than a physical Rather than a physical 
difference in the difference in the emissivityemissivity
behaviour of the grains (behaviour of the grains (ββ) ) 
we believe that it is due to a we believe that it is due to a 
difference in the ratios of difference in the ratios of 
cold to warm dustcold to warm dust

Distribution of Distribution of ββ valuesvalues



SLUGS results:SLUGS results: ColourColour--colour plotcolour plot

Population of galaxies containing Population of galaxies containing a large proportion of cold dust a large proportion of cold dust 
-- unrepresented in the unrepresented in the IRASIRAS samplesample

Filled – optically-selected
Open – IRAS-selected



60-, 100- (IRAS), 450- and 850-μm (SCUBA) fluxes are 
well fitted by a two-component dust model with dust 
emissivity index β=2

Ratio of mass of cold dust to mass of warm dust much Ratio of mass of cold dust to mass of warm dust much 
higher for our OS galaxies than for higher for our OS galaxies than for IRASIRAS--selected selected 
galaxiesgalaxies

Summary 1: SLUGSSummary 1: SLUGS



2.2. The FIRThe FIR––Radio relation at Radio relation at 
highhigh––z and lowz and low––zz



FIRFIR--radio relationradio relation

Relation between nonRelation between non--thermal radio and FIR emission from galaxiesthermal radio and FIR emission from galaxies
–– One of strongest correlations in astronomyOne of strongest correlations in astronomy
–– Tight correlation over 5 decades of luminosityTight correlation over 5 decades of luminosity

Cause of relationship still unclearCause of relationship still unclear

““StandardStandard”” explanation:explanation: both FIR and radio emission caused by both FIR and radio emission caused by 
highhigh--mass starsmass stars

massive starsmassive stars

dust heatingdust heating

supernovaesupernovae

FIR emissionFIR emission

relativistic electrons &relativistic electrons &
Synchrotron radiationSynchrotron radiation



FIRFIR--radio relationradio relation

OpticallyOptically--selected SLUGS selected SLUGS submmsubmm measurements allow us tomeasurements allow us to test a test a 
basic prediction of the standard theorybasic prediction of the standard theory

Standard model prediction:Standard model prediction:

FIRFIR--radio correlation will be tighter than the radio correlation will be tighter than the submmsubmm--radioradio

Regions with large no. of OB stars :Regions with large no. of OB stars :
•• ISRF more intenseISRF more intense
•• dust hotter than in general ISMdust hotter than in general ISM
•• gives rise to 60gives rise to 60μμm emissionm emission

Reason:

850850μμm emission:m emission:
• traces colder dust heated by ISRFtraces colder dust heated by ISRF
•• includes component from older stellar populationsincludes component from older stellar populations



SLUGS SLUGS FIRFIR--radioradio relationrelation

Tight correlation between FIR and radioTight correlation between FIR and radio for OS samplefor OS sample

Likely AGN

Circles – optically-selected
Crosses – IRAS-selected

Likely AGN



SLUGS SLUGS submmsubmm--radioradio relationrelation

→→ Exactly the Exactly the behaviourbehaviour we would expect if standard model is correctwe would expect if standard model is correct
Much larger scatter of Much larger scatter of submmsubmm--radio relationradio relation for OS samplefor OS sample

Circles – optically-selected
Crosses – IRAS-selected



HighHigh--z Universe: z Universe: αα--redshift relationredshift relation

CarilliCarilli & & YunYun method:method:–– Use redshiftUse redshift--sensitive sensitive 
nature of nature of submmsubmm--radio flux density ratio as radio flux density ratio as 
redshift estimatorredshift estimator

850 850
1.4

1.4

log S
S

⎛ ⎞
α ∝ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

Based on Based on assumption that the FIRassumption that the FIR--radio relation is the same radio relation is the same 
at lowat low--z and highz and high--zz

We use fitted We use fitted SEDsSEDs for 17 OS SLUGS galaxies tofor 17 OS SLUGS galaxies to

–– Predict how Predict how αα depends on redshiftdepends on redshift, for , for ““normalnormal”” lowlow--z galaxiesz galaxies

–– Compare with deep SCUBA sourcesCompare with deep SCUBA sources with spectroscopic redshifts with spectroscopic redshifts 
(Chapman et al. 2005)(Chapman et al. 2005)

–– Use this to assess reliability of CY methodUse this to assess reliability of CY method



αα--redshift relationredshift relation

Plotted points: deep SCUBA sources with Plotted points: deep SCUBA sources with 
spectroscopic redshifts (Chapman et al. 2005)spectroscopic redshifts (Chapman et al. 2005)

•• Source could be IRSSource could be IRS--like and like and 
highhigh--z or OSz or OS--like and lowlike and low--zz

•• Temp affects position on Temp affects position on αα––z z 
diagramdiagram

•• Difficult to get reliable estimates Difficult to get reliable estimates 
of of redshiftredshift in this wayin this way

Deep SCUBA sources:Deep SCUBA sources:

•• No correlation, butNo correlation, but……

•• Brighter in radio (or fainter in Brighter in radio (or fainter in 
FIR) than the predictions for our FIR) than the predictions for our 
local SLUGS sampleslocal SLUGS samples

•• A number of possible A number of possible 
explanationsexplanations

Dashed lines – OS SLUGS predictions
Solid lines – IRS SLUGS



i.i. Correlation between Correlation between αα and luminosity at given zand luminosity at given z
–– UnlikelyUnlikely

–– No evidence for sufficient correlations out to high No evidence for sufficient correlations out to high redshiftredshift

ii.ii. Chapman sources: FIR and radio emission comes from AGNChapman sources: FIR and radio emission comes from AGN
–– Unlikely:Unlikely:

–– Not strong xNot strong x--ray sourcesray sources
–– Radio morphologies not typical of AGNRadio morphologies not typical of AGN
–– Optical spectra often starburst not AGNOptical spectra often starburst not AGN

αα--redshift relation: possible explanationsredshift relation: possible explanations

iii.iii. RedshiftsRedshifts of Chapman sources are unreliableof Chapman sources are unreliable
–– UnlikelyUnlikely

–– Test this using Test this using subsamplesubsample with robustly determined with robustly determined redshiftsredshifts
((AretxagaAretxaga et al. 2007) and find no differenceet al. 2007) and find no difference

iv.iv. Relation between FIR and radio different at high and low zRelation between FIR and radio different at high and low z
–– Very different conditions compared to today Very different conditions compared to today →→ surprising if relation surprising if relation 

were the samewere the same
–– We feel is the most likely explanationWe feel is the most likely explanation



αα--redshift relation: possible explanationsredshift relation: possible explanations

Dashed lines – OS SLUGS predictions
Solid lines – IRS SLUGS

Points Points –– deep SCUBA sources with spectroscopic redshifts deep SCUBA sources with spectroscopic redshifts 
(Chapman et al. 2005)(Chapman et al. 2005)
Open circles Open circles –– subsample with robustly determined redshifts



FIRFIR--radio correlation for OS SLUGS much stronger than radio correlation for OS SLUGS much stronger than submmsubmm--
radio, radio, evidence that massive star formation is cause of FIRevidence that massive star formation is cause of FIR--radio radio 
relationrelation

Much more scatter in Much more scatter in αα––z relation z relation for for ““normalnormal”” galaxies galaxies than for bright than for bright 
IRAS galaxiesIRAS galaxies

For CY method to be reliable as For CY method to be reliable as redshiftredshift estimator for deep estimator for deep 
submmsubmm sources, first need measurement of dust tempsources, first need measurement of dust temp

αα––z relation: deep z relation: deep submmsubmm galaxies brighter sources of radio emission galaxies brighter sources of radio emission 
than predicted from properties of local galaxiesthan predicted from properties of local galaxies

possible explanation is evolution of FIRpossible explanation is evolution of FIR--radio relationradio relation

Summary 2: FIRSummary 2: FIR––radio relationradio relation



3.3. Dust in the Dust in the 
Sombrero GalaxySombrero Galaxy



The Sombrero Galaxy (M104)The Sombrero Galaxy (M104)

Sa galaxy with symmetric dust ring and lowSa galaxy with symmetric dust ring and low--luminosity AGNluminosity AGN



The SombreroThe Sombrero

BendoBendo et al. 2006et al. 2006

Components:Components:
BulgeBulge
NucleusNucleus
Inner DiskInner Disk
RingRing

Ring radius 5.7Ring radius 5.7––7070μμmm:        :        
145 145 arcsecarcsec



The Sombrero: LABOCA 870The Sombrero: LABOCA 870μμmm



Nucleus: SNucleus: S870870 ~ 0.24 ~ 0.24 JyJy
Ring radius = 162 Ring radius = 162 arcsecarcsec
Ring width = 44 Ring width = 44 arcsecarcsec

Ring: SRing: S870870 ~ 0.7 ~ 0.7 JyJy

The Sombrero: LABOCA 870The Sombrero: LABOCA 870μμmm



The Sombrero: MAMBOThe Sombrero: MAMBO--2 1.2mm2 1.2mm



The Sombrero: SEDThe Sombrero: SED

MMdd = 1.3 x 10= 1.3 x 1077 MMsolsol

TTdd ~ 20K~ 20K

Does not require second SED component
60-, 160- and 870μm data fitted by same grey-body
RJ tail is thermal at λ>LABOCA



Detected the dust ring of the Sombrero galaxy with Detected the dust ring of the Sombrero galaxy with 
LABOCA at 870LABOCA at 870μμmm
VlahakisVlahakis et al. (in prep)et al. (in prep)

Also ongoing: investigation of the nuclear emissionAlso ongoing: investigation of the nuclear emission
including CO(1including CO(1--0) and CO(20) and CO(2--1) observations with the 1) observations with the 
IRAM 30mIRAM 30m
CO(3CO(3--2) proposal accepted (APEX)2) proposal accepted (APEX)

Summary 3: Sombrero galaxySummary 3: Sombrero galaxy


